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Beginning iPad Development for iPhone Developers: Mastering the iPad SDKApress, 2010

	It’s in magazines and newspapers, it’s on television and radio, it’s on busses and billboards and pretty much everywhere you look (except for Apple stores, where it’s likely still sold out). The iPad is the hot new touchscreen tablet from Apple, representing the next generation of mobile computing.


	Packed...
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The Android Developer's Cookbook: Building Applications with the Android SDK (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2010

	Want to get started building applications for Android, the world’s hottest, fast-growing mobile platform? Already building Android applications and want to get better at it? This book brings together all the expert guidance–and code–you’ll need!


	 

...
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Android Studio Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you want to develop apps for the world's most popular mobile platform, why not use the Google official IDE - Android Studio. Our highly practical tutorial shows you how, covering everything from installation to debugging.


	Overview

	
		Familiarize yourself with Android Studio IDE
	
		Enhance...
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Flex 4 FunArtima Inc, 2010

	With this book you'll have fun exploring the graphical and animation side of the Flex 4 SDK. There are other books out there on Flex, on Flex 4, and on RIA technologies in general, but they generally don't cover the techniques that help you write cooler applications. This book is specifically about the graphical and animation...
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Learn Android App DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Learn Android App Development is a hands-on tutorial and useful reference. You'll quickly get up to speed and master the Android SDK and the Java that you need for your Android Apps.


	The Android SDK offers powerful features, and this book is the fastest path to mastering them—and the rest of the Andorid...
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Delphi CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	50 hands-on recipes to master the power of Delphi for cross-platform and mobile development on Windows, Mac OS X, Android, and iOS


	About This Book

	
		Increase your Delphi productivity with this accessible and swift guide
	
		Explore vital and powerful features while developing mobile...
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Real-Time Shader Programming (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
An indispensable reference for the game developer, graphics programmer, game artist, or visualization programmer, to create countless real-time 3D effects.

Now that PC users have entered the realm of programmable hardware, graphics programmers can create 3D images and animations comparable to those produced by RenderMan's procedural...
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Getting Started with .NET Gadgeteer (Make: Projects)Make Books, 2012

	
	
		.NET Gadgeteer is a wonderful system for constructing prototypes of electronic
	
		gadgets. It is supported by a range of modules that are connected to
	
		a Mainboard with plug-in cables.
	


	
		This book will lead you through the process of installing the necessary software
	
		onto your computer and then take...
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Pro Android 4 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012

	Pro Android 4 shows you how to build real-world and fun mobile apps using the new Android SDK 4 (Ice Cream Sandwich), which unifies Gingerbread for smartphones, Honeycomb for tablets and augments further with Google TV and more.
	
	This Android 4 book updates the best selling Pro Android 3 and covers everything...
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Microsoft Jscript.NET ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2001
This book provides a comprehensive transition from JScript to the .NET Framework/platform including coverage of JScript.NET (language), ASP.NET, and Windows Forms. The book will discuss the language changes to ease the developer into working with the new syntax. and then several chapters on ASP.NET will correlate the differences between the former...
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Professional iOS Network Programming: Connecting the Enterprise to the iPhone and iPadWrox Press, 2012

	AS IPHONES AND IPADS BECOME A UBIQUITOUS part of your personal and professional life,

	you become more and more dependent on their capability to seamlessly and fl awlessly interact

	with hosts across the Internet or with other phones across the room. This book provides

	a compilation of methods to accomplish this level of connectivity...
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iCloud for Developers: Automatically Sync Your iOS Data, Everywhere, All the Time (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		Get up-to-date fast on the techniques you need get your applications iCloud-ready. With Apple's iCloud servers now available to developers, there's every reason to make synchronization a core feature of your product. You'll learn how to iCloud-enable the data formats you're most likely to use in an iOS application:...
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